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Recognizing the need for secondary school students to be armed with strong
vocabulary skills, Secondary 3 Challenging English Vocabulary is designed
especially for those in Secondary three (Express and Normal) who wish to build
on their knowledge of new words.
Deliberately set at a standard higher than the secondary three level, the objective
of this book is to allow the learner to master higher level of vocabulary so that
he is able to apply the new impressionable words during examinations to make
his mark.
With a total of 375 tests categorized into 10 different parts, this book provides
more than sufficient practices for the vocabulary learner, by focusing on a specific
type of vocabulary usage in each section. This allows the learner to have a sharpened
sense of the different types of vocabulary usage, and at the same time develops
an extensive collection of new words.
Different skills can be picked up in the various sections of this book. Under 'Confusing
Words', the learner is able to acquire a more discerning mind by picking out the
most appropriate word among similar words in a sentence usage. Under 'Synonyms
and Antonyms', one can build on the knowledge of pairs of words with same and
opposite meanings. 'Challenging Idioms', 'Similes' and 'Figures of Speech' focus
on the figurative use of the English language. This form of knowledge is especially
useful when the student wants to find an imaginative way of expressing the world
around them.
.
Conscientious attempts are made to facilitate vocabulary learning for the student.
Lists of difficult words and their corresponding meanings are presented in the form
of 'VocaBank' under 'Multiple Choice Questions' and 'Confusing Words'. This provides an ease of reference for the learner who wishes to check on new or baffling
words.
Therefore learning new words is no longer an insurmountable task, but an exciting
and stimulating experience, with dedicated guidance along the way.

Cheong Wai Peng
Editor
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Part 1

Multiple Choice Questions

12 Questions per test

Part 2

Confusing Words

15 Questions per test 40 Tests ------------------105 - 144

Part 3

Mastering Tough Vocabulary

15 Questions per test 30 Tests ------------------145 -174

Part 4

Synonyms & Antonyms

15 Questions per test 30 Tests ------------------175 - 204

Part 5

Phrasal Verbs

15 Questions per test 40 Tests

205 - 244

Part 6

Challenging Idioms

15 Questions per test 40 Tests

245 - 284

Part 7

Proverbs

14 Questions per test 30 Tests

285 - 314

Part 8

Figures of Speech

10 Questions per test 30 Tests

315 - 344

Part 9

Similes

15 Questions per test 15 Tests

~-345- 359

Part 10 Parts of Speech

15 Questions per test 20 Tests

360 - 379

100 Tests

------------------5 - 104

375 Tests
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Choose the most suitable answer and write its number in the blank provided.

a

1, The cost of the event was -;
fortunately the bulk of itwas paid for by sponsors,
(1) large
(2) expanded
(3) bold
(4) astronomical

astronomical - adj. (of an
amount) extremely large.

2. inAllan'smindnow is to get a degree; everythingelse can wait.
(1)Foremost
(2) Upfront
(3) Climax
(4) Frontal

brim - n. the edge or lip of
a cup or other vessel.
climax - n. the event or point

3. The water was so shallow that in no time, our boat had run -'
(1) abed

4.

(2) ahead

(3) aground

-

collapse at any time.
(1)congested
(2) crowded
6,

of greatest intensity.

(4) down

demure - adj. (ofa woman)
reserved, modest, and shy.

Itwas a joy working with Todd; he was always cheerful and carried out orders
with much -'
(1) eagerness
(2) regrets
(3) reluctance
(4) unwillingness

5, The old godowns by the riverwere

with rats and the walls looked ready to

(3)infested

by the insolent salesman's poorservice and decided to go to a
(2) disenchanted

(3) disillusioned

(4) disaffected

-

Mary the government's handling of the epidemic and thought that more
could have been done to save lives that were lost.
(1) demured

(2) demoralized

(3) denounced

(4) flattered

10. The rebels were arrested for they had been guilty of -

many poor homes in

(3) robbing

(2) raiding

(4) stealing

11. He left instructions with his wife on the words he wished to have
tombstone.
(1) scribbled

(2) carved

12. "This report is writein future."
(1) sufficient
I

(f) 'll

(#ec.~

(fhf

(c;) 'Of

(3) inscribed

(f)

'6

(f) '8
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([) 'L

(c;) '9

godown - n. (in east Asia,
especially India) a warehouse.
infest - v. (of harmful persons or things, esp. vermin

or disease).
inscribe - v. write or carve
(words etc.) on stone, metal,
paper, a book, etc.

lucidity - n. of or denoting
intervals of sanity between
periods of insanity.

succinct - adj. briefly ex-

-

on his

pressed;

terse, concise,

vibrancy - n. (of colour)
bright and striking.

(4) proscribed

(3)succinct

- adj. of or at the

scribble - v. write carelessly,

yet complete and to the point. This is how I want you to
(2) fluid

foremost - adj. most prominent in rank, importance, or
position.

insolent - adj. offensively
contemptuous or arrogant.

the reservations,
(1) picking

- adj. angry.

encr()ach - v. intrude, esp.
on another's territory or
right.s,
flatter - v. overpraise.

frontal
front.

8. Through his periods of madness he had short moments of
where he
would talk of the past as if it were yesterday,
(1) clearness
(2) vociferousness (3) lucidity
(4) vibrancy
9,

verge (from a course of action, rule, truth, etc.)
disenchant - v. make disillusioned,

eagu - adj. full of keen desire, enthusiastic.

different store,

(1) disgruntled

denounce - v. publicly declare to be wrong or evil.
deviate - v. turn aside or di-

disgruntled

(4)brimming

Urban development is beginning to on the ruralcountryside.
(1) filter
(2) encroach
(3) deviate
(4) divert

7. Hewas -

- adv. in bed.

abed

aground - adj. (of a ship)
on or on to the bottom of
shallow water.

vociferousness- n. (of a person, speech, etc.) noisy,
clamorous.

(4) fluent
(f) 'S;
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Choose the most suitable answer and write its number in the blank provided.
1,

During

the opening

ceremony,

(1) rhymes

the national-

(2) folksongs

of a few countries

(3) folklores

were

played.

abase - v. humiliate or de-

(4) anthems

grade(anotherpersonor oneself).
abash - v. causeto feel em-

2,

Something in the stable frightened the horses, causing them to (1) run
(2) glide
(3) shuffle
(4) bolt

in terror.

barrassed.
aerodrome
- n.asmallairport or airfield.

3,

anthem - n. a solemn hymn
of praise etc.

It is not healthy to up one's feelings of anger. Instead, one should speak
about one's feelings to someone else to alleviate the intense emotions,
(1) shut
(2) lock
(3) bottle
(4) stir

bashful - adj. shy, diffident,
self-conscious.

bolt - n. (of a horse) sud-

4,

Jim was severely (1) applauded

5,

6,

denly gallop out of control.
bottle - n. conceal or restrain
for a time (esp. a feeling).

for his careless attitude towards his work.
(2) censured

(3) praised

(4) dealt

brazen - adj.
contemptuous.

The girl's act of insulting her teachers was condemned by the school
principal and the girl was punished.
(1) abased
(2) abashed
(3) brazen
(4) snazzy

offensively

censure - v. criticize harshly.
contiguous - adj. touching,
esp. along a line; in contact.
creche - n. a day nursery for
babies and young children.
cul-de-sac - n. a street or
passage closed at one end.

Agirl in nature, she found the sudden attention on her from the visitors
overwhelming, and so retreated to her room,
(2) obliging
(3) misanthropic (4) bashful
(1) demeaned

deadlock. n. bring or come
to a standstill.

7,

Since the company's ent charity every year,

(1) reception
8.

9,

in 1985, it has held fund raising events for a differ-

(2) inception

(3) perception

demean - v. lower the dignity or status of.
demise - n. death (left a will
on her demise; the demise
of the agreement).
folklore - n. the traditional

(4) conception

He has a deep interest in cultivating ornamental plants and has many books
on -'
which is a method of growing plants in water,
(3) aerodrome
(4) hydroponics
(1) agriculture
(2) horticulture
Both parties cannot see eye to eye, Talks to end the dispute have reached

-

(1) demise

(2) creche

and stories

glide

- v.

of a people.

move with a

smooth continuousmotion.
hydroponic - n. the process of growing plants in
sand, gravel, or liquid.
inception - n. a beginning.
misanthropic - adj. a per-

a

(4) cul-de-sac

(3) deadlock

beliefs

son who hates humankind.

10, The princesswas-

in her coronationgownand captivatedthe whole court

opulent

(1) splendorous

- adj.wealthy.

-

with her beauty.

ornamental adj. decora-

(2) opulent

(3) stately

(4) resplendent

tive.
resplendent
- adj. dazzlingly or gloriously bright.

11, The tour guide was so used to his loud voice,
(1) vociferous

that the foreign tourists had a hard time getting

(2) vocal

(3) vivacious

splendour - n. great or dazzling brightness.

(4) timorous

vociferous - adj. expressing or characterized
by
strongly held opinions; vehement.

to hers and
12, Rani wanted a well built where her neighbour's property was that was the reason for the dispute.
(1) alternate
(2) opposite
(3) absconded
(4) contiguous
I
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Choose the most suitable answer and write its number in the blank provided.

1, Tired of the in sales,
(1) tedious

tasks shF!had to do as an office clerk, Sitidecided to get a job
(2) laborious

(3) menial

a

blazon

- v.

g~

announce

or de-

clare publiclyor officially.
captivate - v. attract and

(4) creative

hold the interest

and atten-

tion of

2, Thisbookhas a plot. Icouldnot put itdownonce I started reading it.
(1)dull
(2) captivating
(3)copied
(4)monotonous
3, To-

- n. a small evergreen
tree or shrub,ofthe Indo-Pacific region, with colourful
foliage,

croton

the cityagainst its enemies, the Kingordered a tall wall to be built

surrounding it.
(1) strengthen

(2) fortify

(3) nullify

(4) garnish

disdain - n. a feeling that a
person or a thing is beneath
consideration, worthless,
essayist

- n. a composition,

usu, short and in prose, on

4,

5,

6,

7,

8,

She used to cently,
(1) starve

herself on cheesecakes
(2) feed

but has reduced her appetite

(3) stuff

re-

(4) gorge

law, esp, in relation to crime
qetection,

In the magnificent garden were small artificially built caves or -'
(1) crotons
(2) pits
(3) grottoes
(4) hides
The wily boy (1) compressed

fortify - v. equipwithdef~nsive works,
gorge - n. eat hungrily or
greedily,

his mother into believing his ridiculous tale.
(2) prompted
(3) hoodwinked
(4) silenced

,

attitude enabled him to persevere and get through, even In dire

situations,

(1) laborious

(2) indefatigable

(3) incessant

(4) perennial

(2) corps

(3) corpse

incessant - adj. unceasing,
continual, repeated,
incognito - adj. the pretended identity or anonymous character of such a person,
indefatigable - adj. (of a
person, qualIty, etc,) that
cannot be tired out.

9, The was examined in a post-mortem carried out by forensic experts in
order to find the cause of death,
(1) morgue

- n. an artificial orna~ental cave, e,g, in a park
or large garden,
hoodwink - v. deceive,
grotto

He loved to his wealth, so it was hardly surprising that he was attacked by
robbers on his way home from a late night party,
(1) display
(2) blazon
(3) advertise
(4) flaunt
His -

anysubject.
flaunt- v. showofT,
forensic,-adj.oforusedin
connectIOn
with courts of

(4) mortuary

menial

- adj.

(of work) re-

quiring little skill and lacking prestige,
monotonous - adj. lacking
in variety,

10, During his long period of illness, he between the extremes of life and
death,
(1) varied
(2) wavered
(3) swayed
(4) oscillated

morgue - n. a mortuary,
nullify - v. invalidate,
oscillate - v. swing to and
fro like a pendulum,

11, As he was no longer a member of the club, Henry attended the club's annual
party -'
(1) incognito
(2) spirited
(3) invalid
(4) disdainfully

perennial
- adj. (of a plant)
lasting several years,
persevere

- v. persist.

pit - n. the stone of a fruit.
poet - n. a writer of poems,

12, Her father was a renowned
time,
(1) diarist
I

(r;tll

(c2fec,~

W'n

-

who wrote thousands of essays in his life-

(2) essayist
(ptOf

(f)

'6

(r;) '8
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(3) poet
(fr)

,L

(f)

waver-

flicker,

v. move quiveringly;

(4) historian
'9
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